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Abstract

Research on speech and emotion is moving from a period of exploratory research into one where there is a prospect

of substantial applications, notably in human–computer interaction. Progress in the area relies heavily on the devel-

opment of appropriate databases. This paper addresses four main issues that need to be considered in developing

databases of emotional speech: scope, naturalness, context and descriptors. The state of the art is reviewed. A good deal

has been done to address the key issues, but there is still a long way to go. The paper shows how the challenge of

developing appropriate databases is being addressed in three major recent projects––the Reading–Leeds project, the

Belfast project and the CREST–ESP project. From these and other studies the paper draws together the tools and

methods that have been developed, addresses the problems that arise and indicates the future directions for the de-

velopment of emotional speech databases.

� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

R�eesum�ee

L��eetude de la parole et de l��eemotion, partie du stade de la recherche exploratrice, en arrive maintenant au stade qui est
celui d�applications importantes, notamment dans l�interaction homme–machine. Le progr�ees en ce domaine d�eepend
�eetroitment du d�eeveloppement de bases de donn�eees appropri�eees. Cet article aborde quatre points principaux qui m�eeritent
notre attention �aa ce sujet: l��eetendue, l�authenticit�ee, le contexte et les termes de description. Il pr�eesente un compte-rendu
de la situation actuelle dans ce domaine et �eevoque les avanc�eees faites, et celles qui restent �aa faire. L�article montre
comment trois r�eecents projets importants (celui de Reading–Leeds, celui de Belfast, et celui de CREST–ESP) ont relev�ee
le d�eefi pos�ee par la construction de bases de donn�eees appropri�eees. A partir de ces trois projets, ainsi que d�autres travaux,
les auteurs pr�eesentment un bilan des outils et m�eethodes utilis�ees, identifient les probl�eemes qui y sont associ�ees, et indiquent
la direction dans laquelle devraient s�orienter les recherches �aa venir.
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. The context

Research on speech and emotion is moving

from a period of exploratory research into one

where there is a prospect of substantial appli-

cations, notably in human–computer interaction.
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A recent ISCA workshop discussed the changes

that were needed to make that transition (Cowie

et al., 2000a; www.qub.ac.uk/en/isca/index.htm).

The most widely agreed priority was a change in
the scale and quality of databases.

There are many problems surrounding database

development, some of which may not become

obvious until it is too late. This paper aims to

articulate key lessons from existing projects, so

that new database projects can learn from them. In

addition to providing a broad overview of sources,

the paper takes three major projects as case stud-
ies. They are the Reading–Leeds Emotion in

Speech project, which collected the first large scale

database of naturally occurring emotional speech

and devised a speech labelling system (Greasley

et al., 1995; Roach et al., 1998; www.linguistics.

rdg.ac.uk/research/speechlab/emotion/); the Belfast

project (Cowie et al., 2000a; Douglas-Cowie et al.,

2000), which assembled the first large audio–visual
database of emotion as part of the Principled

Hybrid Systems and Their Application (PHYSTA)

project (Cowie et al., 2001; www.image.ntua.gr/

physta/); and the CREST–ESP project (www.

isd.atr.co.jp/esp) which is currently developing a

database of ‘‘expressive speech’’ in English, Japa-

nese and Chinese, for the purpose of expressive

speech synthesis. The co-authors of this paper
have been involved in developing these databases.

The discussion is organised around four broad

questions. First, what should the scope of speech

and emotion databases be, both in terms of num-

bers of subjects and in terms of the range and

numbers of emotions? Second, what should the

nature of the material be––natural or acted, de-

liberately induced by the researcher or culled from
existing sources? Third, what kind of context needs

to be provided for episodes that carry vocal signs

of emotion––considering both the time course of

emotional episodes and the other modes of infor-

mation (verbal, facial, etc.) that accompany vocal

signs? Finally, what descriptors should we attach

to the speech and to the emotional content of the

databases?
Satisfactory answers depend on assimilating in-

formation from diverse sources. In the rest of this

section we identify key sources. Four bodies of

literature are relevant. These deal with existing

emotional speech datasets and descriptions of them;

the psychological literature on emotion; sources

concerned with speech data collection in general;

and applied research on speech synthesis and rec-
ognition. To these we add two informal sources––

the debate and discussion among researchers that

took place at the ISCA workshop, and our own

practical experience in putting together databases

of emotional speech. The next section of the paper

then discusses each question in turn, in the light of

the sources that have been outlined.

Most of the literature on emotion in speech is
underpinned by sources that we call �datasets� ra-
ther than �databases�. They are comparatively

small-scale collections of material, typically cre-

ated to examine a single issue, and not widely

available. These datasets yield both positive

and negative lessons. Positively, they incorporate

methodologies and descriptive tools that are

potentially valuable for a new generation of da-
tabases. Negatively, they highlight problems, par-

ticularly problems to do with scale, validity, and

generalisability.

The psychological literature on emotion might

be expected to have a major influence on the se-

lection and description of emotions for database

research, but that has not always been the case,

and when psychological ideas are invoked, they
are often dated. The paper notes some of the ways

that recent psychology impinges on databases: an

extended discussion of the topic is provided by

Cowie and Cornelius (2003).

Several efforts within the speech community are

relevant to data collection. Socio-linguists have

emphasised the importance of appropriate field-

work techniques (Milroy, 1987). Corpus linguistics
and speech recognition research illustrate the ben-

efits of large shared databases (McEnery and

Wilson, 1996; ten Bosch, 2000). Finally COCO-

SDA, The International Committee for the Coor-

dination and Standardisation of Speech Databases

and Assessment Techniques, which promotes

collaboration and information exchange in speech

research, has recently adopted emotional speech as
a future priority theme (www.slt.atr.co.jp/coco-

sda).

Our fourth set of sources relates to the growing

emphasis on applications in the area––the syn-
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thesis of emotionally coloured speech and rec-

ognition of emotional speech. That orientation

brings to the fore questions that pure research

might overlook––for instance, is a successful ap-
plication likely to depend on considering speech as

only one of several mutually supportive informa-

tion sources, and therefore on the availability of

multi-modal databases (i.e. necessitating the col-

lection of visual as well as audio material)? We

argue that rather than pure and applied emphases

being in conflict, each stands to benefit from

awareness of the other.
A final source of information is informal dis-

cussion, particularly at the ISCA workshop on

Speech and Emotion (op. cit). Many of the par-

ticipants at the workshop expressed concerns

about the collection and description of emotional

speech, and the discussions helped to identify

common concerns.

From those sources, we draw an assessment of
the issues to be addressed in database develop-

ment. That assessment then provides a framework

for discussing current datasets, and the develop-

ments that are needed.

2. Content and descriptors: needs and issues

Four main issues need to be considered in de-

veloping a database––the scope, naturalness and

context of the content; and the kinds of descriptor

it is appropriate to use. This section explains what
the terms mean and why the issues are important.

Recognition is also given to the practical issues of

format and distribution.

2.1. Scope

We use the term �scope� to cover several kinds of
variation that a database or dataset may incor-

porate, notably number of different speakers;

language spoken; type of dialect (e.g. standard or

vernacular); gender of speakers; types of emo-

tional state considered; tokens of a given state;

social/functional setting. These kinds of variation

are potentially important for any attempt to gen-
eralise. The issue would be less pressing if signs of

emotion in speech were highly consistent across

individuals and occasions. There do seem to be

facial signs of emotion that are effectively universal

(Ekman, 1994), and there are reasons to expect
that the same is true of at least some vocal signs

(Williams and Stevens, 1972). But a recent review

of the literature (Cowie et al., 2001) shows that

although some features are remarkably consistent

across studies, others are quite variable. The

findings for hot anger seem consistent, as do those

for joy/elation. But there are inconsistencies for

most other emotions and emotion-related states
that have been studied at all frequently. Sadness

generally seems to be marked by a decrease in

mean F0, but there are cases where there is no

change, and a source not covered in the review

shows an increase (Pereira, 2000a). It is often re-

ported that fear is marked by an increase in F0
range and speech rate; but there are contradictory

findings for both for variables. Studies of disgust
report both an increase in mean F0 and a decrease

in mean F0. For boredom, speech rate has been

reported both to increase and to decrease.

Some variations may simply reflect inconsistent

procedure or interpretation of emotion categories,

or differences between real and simulated data.

Others, though, seem likely to reflect real differ-

ences in the vocal expression of emotion, from
speaker to speaker, from culture to culture, and

across genders and situations. Comparisons be-

tween languages and cultures are limited, but they

suggest substantial differences. For example, in

Japanese society, an open display of emotion may

be considered anti-social or ‘‘selfish’’ behaviour,

and it is considered normal to show a smile when

angry or embarrassed. This may be partly re-
sponsible for the ‘‘inscrutable’’ image sometimes

referred to by westerners. On the other hand, the

implicit expression of emotion by use of pressed-

voice is often used to show positive concern or to

display sympathy for the listener (for general dis-

cussion of relevant Japanese cultural differences

see (Marcus and Kitayama, 2001)). Gender is rec-

ognised as a key socio-linguistic variable (Trudgill,
1983). It would be surprising if it were not im-

portant in emotion too, and there are some in-

dications that it is (Brend, 1975). The same is true

of what we have called social setting, i.e. the
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relationship that governs interaction between

speaker and listener. At the most basic, the normal

setting for vocal expression of emotion is dialogue.

Monologues may be easier to control, but they
cannot be expected to reveal all the features that

will occur in dialogue. At a finer level, it seems

quite likely that what is accepted as business-like

in a task-oriented setting would convey irritation

in a sociable one.

The importance of variation depends on re-

search goals. For the purpose of synthesis, it may

well be enough to study a single speaker, so that
his or her methods of expressing emotion can be

modelled. On the other hand, research aimed at

recognising emotion needs databases that encom-

pass as many as possible of the signs by which a

given emotion may be expressed. Failure to ad-

dress that issue may contribute to the notorious

difficulty of recognising emotion from speech in

anything approaching a naturalistic context (Bat-
liner et al., 2000). Conversely, speech synthesis

needs to understand how linguistic context can

affect expression, whereas recognition may only

need to identify the contexts in which emotion can

be reliably inferred. Pure research has freedom to

choose how it approaches those issues, but indi-

vidual researchers should be explicit about the

choices they make.
A second aspect of scope relates to the range of

emotions considered. It seems fair to say that the

default option is to consider a relatively small set

of �basic� emotions, the most obvious being fear,

anger, sadness and happiness. Certainly many

participants at the ISCA workshop appeared to

regard that type of approach as self-evidently

correct. It reflects the popular theory that a few
universal types underlie the whole of emotional

life. Sophisticated versions of the theory have

substantial support (Ekman, 1999), but its appli-

cation to speech cannot be taken for granted, for a

number of reasons. Emotional life in general is

modulated by strong cultural influences (Harr�ee,
1986) and constrained by �display rules� (Ekman
and Friesen, 1969). Since speech is a cultural ac-
tivity par excellence, signs of emotion in speech

may well be particularly subject to cultural influ-

ences. Also, speech in daily life tends to express

moderate emotional states rather than full-blown

basic emotions. These issues are covered more

fully by Cowie and Cornelius (2003).

The states that seem most practically important

are often emotion-related rather than pure emo-
tions per se. In terms of speech synthesis, it is

unclear why we should want to synthesise full-

blown fear or anger or sadness. Milder forms of

expression are more likely to be required, includ-

ing what Scherer calls interpersonal stances, such

as friendliness, interest, and pleasure (Scherer,

2000). Similarly, �stress� is practically important,

and has already attracted a good deal of research
(Johannes et al., 2000; Fernandez and Picard,

2000).

Those observations suggest that the emotional

scope of databases needs to be thought through

carefully. Since standard lists contain more than a

hundred words for (non-basic) emotions (Cowie

et al., 2001), the scope may have to be very large. It

is presumably possible to work with a smaller
number of �landmark� states and interpolate, but

establishing a set of landmarks that is appropriate

for speech research is an empirical task, which it-

self depends on access to data that spans the

known range of emotional states.

2.2. Naturalness

The easiest way to collect emotional speech is to

have actors simulate it. The difficulty with that

approach is that strikingly little is known about
the relationship between acted data and sponta-

neous, everyday emotional speech.

It is certainly true that good actors can generate

speech that listeners classify reliably. Material

studied by Banse and Scherer (1996), for example,

produced recognition rates of 78% for hot anger,

76% for boredom and 75% for interest, though

scores for other emotions were lower with an av-
erage recognition rate of 48% across 14 emotions.

However, that kind of evidence does not establish

how closely the speech mirrors spontaneous ex-

pression of emotion.

There are many reasons to suspect that there

are systematic differences between acted and nat-

ural emotional speech. Acted speech is often �read�,
not spoken, and read speech is well known to have
distinctive characteristics (Johns-Lewis, 1986).
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Neither the words nor the phrasing are typically

chosen to simulate emotional speech. The typical

form is a non-interactive monologue, and so in-

terpersonal effects are not represented. The context
is typically minimal, so the material does not in-

dicate how vocal signs of emotion build and fade

over time, or relate to other kinds of signal.

It would therefore be unsurprising if attempts to

express emotion under these very atypical circum-

stances had very atypical features. At one extreme,

it may amount to caricature (which would, of

course, make for high recognition rates). Skilled
actors who are engaged in an interpersonal drama

may be a different matter. Our intuition is that even

their performances would not usually be confused

with truly natural behaviour. Once again, the only

way to establish the point is by reference to data-

bases of naturally occurring emotion.

The price of naturalness is lack of control.

Emotion has an unpredictability that makes it
difficult to collect samples of people in a target

state, whether it is induced or spontaneous. Par-

ticularly if it is spontaneous, identifying the emo-

tion that is being expressed becomes a substantial

issue. Some applications (e.g. concatenative syn-

thesis) need phonetically and prosodically bal-

anced data sets, and it is difficult to imagine easily

achieving that kind of balance with truly natural
speech. The long-term solution to those problems

may well be �bootstrapping�, i.e. using truly natural
material to guide the production of material that is

acted, but genuinely close to nature.

Again, research goals matter, and in some cases,

naturalness may actually not be the relevant goal.

For instance, a simulated newsreader should pre-

sumably produce the kind of modulation that a
real newsreader does rather than simulating gen-

uine fury or grief.

2.3. Context

There is direct evidence that listeners use con-

text to determine the emotional significance of

vocal features (Ladd et al., 1986; Cauldwell, 2000).

Hence if research aims to understand human per-

formance, or to match it, it needs databases that
contain evidence on the way vocal signs relate to

their context. One of the obvious doubts about

acted speech is whether it captures subtler aspects

of contextualisation in naturally emotional speech.

Four broad types of context can be distinguished.

(a) Semantic context: Genuinely emotional speech

is likely to contain emotionally marked words.

There is a clear potential for interaction

between content and vocal signs. Various

kinds of relationship can be envisaged––such

as trade-off calculated to control the overall le-

vel of emotionality conveyed, selective alloca-
tion of vocal signs of emotion to emotionally

significant words, and tendency of vocal signs

to follow emotive words.

(b) Structural context: It seems likely that many

signs of emotion are defined relative to syn-

tactic structures––stress patterns, default in-

tonation patterns, etc. If so, misleading

conclusions may be drawn if databases fail to
allow for comparison across relevant syntactic

forms, or if investigators ignore relevant dis-

tinctions. Less often noted is the possibility

that emotion may be signalled by variations

in style, which are expressed in structural char-

acteristics of the utterances (long or short

phrases, repetitions and interruptions, etc.).

(c) Intermodal context: The fact that we can com-
municate a wide range of emotions over the

telephone shows that analysis concerned with

speech alone is a reasonable undertaking.

However, speech may often function as a sup-

plement to other sources of information about

emotion rather than as a stand-alone source.

Normally we both hear and see a speaker,

and the visual channel provides several kinds
of emotion-related information (notably facial

expression, gesture, and posture). There is rea-

son to suspect that audio information could at

least sometimes play a rather specific role with-

in that context: it is known that in speech-

reading, audio and visual channels are to a

considerable extent complementary (Summer-

field, 1983). Experiments have begun to con-
sider whether the same is true of emotion (de

Gelder and Vroomen, 2000a,b; Massaro and

Cohen, 2000), but without access to audio–

visual databases, it is difficult to know whether
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the critical combinations have been addressed.

Other modes may also be relevant in practical

applications, e.g. a user�s keyboard behaviour

or temperature.
(d) Temporal context: Natural speech involves

distinctive patterns of change as emotion ebbs

and flows over time. Databases need to include

material that reflects that linear sequential de-

velopment if virtual agents are to reproduce it

or to exploit it (e.g. by using nearby phrases to

resolve local ambiguity in emotional tone). It

also seems likely that at least sometimes, the
emotional significance of a speech pattern

may only be evident in the context of other

pointers to an emotional build-up.

2.4. Descriptors

Constructing a database requires techniques for

describing the linguistic and emotional content on

one hand, and the speech on the other.

The requirements for accurate labelling of
emotional content may interact with naturalness.

Acted material may well be adequately described in

terms of category labels such as sad, angry, happy,

etc. Natural databases, though, are likely to in-

volve gradation in and out of emotional peaks, co-

incidence of different emotions, and relatively

subtle states (e.g. �vengeful anger�). The result is a
serious tension between faithful description and
statistical tractability. The psychological literature

offers alternative ways of describing emotion that

may ease the problem, and we return to develop-

ments in that area in Section 4.

In terms of speech descriptors, two issues stand

out. First, coding needs to acknowledge the full

range of features involved in the vocal expression

of emotion, including at least voice quality, pros-
ody and non-linguistic features such as laughter,

crying, etc. Second, it needs to describe the attri-

butes that are relevant to emotion. A fundamental

choice is between categorical descriptors (e.g.

ToBI) and continuous variables. The relative mer-

its of the two types remain to be resolved.

If databases are multi-modal, then additional

types of label (e.g. facial and gestural) may also be
needed. There are now well-established standards

for describing relevant facial gestures, in particu-

lar, the FACS model (Ekman and Friesen, 1978),

from which derives the ISO MPEG-4 standard

(1996).

2.5. Accessibility

The value of a database increases enormously if

it is available to the whole speech community, so

that effort does not need to be duplicated, algo-

rithms can be compared on the same data, and so

on. Two main issues have a bearing on availability:

format and ethics.

The format of the data files needs to be stan-
dard and/or transparent. This applies not only to

formats for coding raw material (e.g., wav), but

also to the coding of descriptors. Experience sug-

gests that the temptation to adopt ad hoc con-

ventions can be overwhelming. Format also needs

to encode all relevant details. For instance, MPEG

files have obvious advantages in terms of storage

and transmission, but it is less clear whether they
provide full enough information about the signal

or the details of its collection.

More fundamental are problems of ethics and

copyright, particularly with natural data. Natural

emotional data is often very personal, and subjects

may object to wide circulation. Radio and televi-

sion provide rich sources, in chat shows, docu-

mentaries, etc., but accessing them raises serious
copyright problems.

It is clear that there are challenges in assembling

and describing databases of the type that meet the

needs we identify. We turn to look at the state of

the art in more detail.

3. Datasets: the status quo

This section attempts to set out the current state

of the art in terms of datasets of emotional speech.

It does so in the form of a table and accompanying

text. The table is not intended to be an exhaustive

description of every dataset––rather to indicate the

kind of data that has been used to date in research

on speech and emotion. On one hand, it aims to

convey how limitations at that level currently limit
the conclusions that can be drawn: on the other, it
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draws attention to the range of techniques for

collecting and describing data that have been ex-

plored. Three of the key points identified above––

scope, naturalness and context––are addressed
within Table 1. The issue of descriptors is dis-

cussed separately.

The table is designed to give key information

briefly. The identifier for the dataset may be either

a general name, a literature reference or a website.

Scope covers number of subjects, emotions con-

sidered, and language involved (to indicate the

cultural range of existing datasets). Under �natu-
ralness�, we include several categories––simulated,
semi-natural and natural; scripted or unscripted;

and type of material (e.g. passages, sentences,

numbers). �Semi-natural� covers a variety of

techniques that might be expected to generate

something between outright simulation and total

naturalness: examples are given as appropriate.

Under context we note whether there is any at-
tempt to address the issue of emotional develop-

ment and change over time, and whether the data

is audio or audio–visual.

The table is organised in terms of the simulated/

semi-natural/natural distinction, beginning with

sources that are unequivocally acted, and moving

through various intermediate types to sources that

are fully natural. A number of general points can
be made about the material. They are summarised

under the headings explained in the previous sec-

tion. Some involve the limitations of available re-

sources, but there are also indications that there is

movement towards consensus on some key issues.

3.1. Scope

Historically, most studies have been limited in

scope, in terms of number of speakers, range of

languages, and emotions covered. However, there
are exceptions, though rarely in all respects, and

recent studies show increasing recognition of the

need for scope at least in terms of numbers of

speakers––including the studies considered more

fully in Section 4.

The number of subjects studied has tended to be

small, so that it is difficult to gauge the extent of

inter-subject variability. The possibility of gender
effects compounds the problem. Samples are

sometimes balanced for gender as in the Berlin

corpus (www.kgw.tu-berlin.de/) and the Hebrew

corpus (Amir et al., 2000), but the total numbers

are often not large enough for useful statistical
comparisons on the basis of gender (Berlin corpus,

5 males, 5 females; Hebrew corpus, 16 males, 15

females; van Bezooijen (1984), 4 male, 4 female;

Banse and Scherer 6 male, 6 female), though there

are exceptions (Tolkmitt and Scherer, 1986;

France et al., 2000).

With respect to languages, the picture divides

into two parts. Most work has been done on the
Germanic languages. Coverage for other language

groups is sparse, though there are datasets for

Spanish, Russian, Hebrew, Korean and Japanese.

As a result, it is difficult to gauge how many of the

relationships that the literature describes may be

specific to single relatively homogeneous cultural

milieu. Less obviously, it seems likely that even

within Western Europe, most of the information
available relates to educated individuals using

standard variants of the languages involved. There

could easily be considerable socio-linguistic vari-

ation in the expression of emotion within a single

country; for example, it is commonly thought that

non-standard speakers make more use of exple-

tives to signal intense feelings. If that were so, the

available data would not show it.
The picture is quite complex with respect to the

scope of emotions covered. A few core states are

considered in a wide range of studies––anger,

happiness, sadness, fear and neutrality (with dis-

gust on the margin of the group). However, the

table suggests a good deal of dissatisfaction with

the default approach of collecting datasets that

cover only that kind of range. Two main alterna-
tives emerge. Some investigators have moved to-

wards a fuller coverage of the range of emotions,

using a larger number of emotion categories (often

about a dozen), and often distinguishing between

forms of some core emotions. It is increasingly

recognised that hot and cold anger are distinct,

and different forms of happiness (such as elation

and contentment) are sometimes separated. A few
also distinguish more and less intense forms of a

single emotion. In the other direction, a number of

investigators have chosen to study a relatively

narrow range of emotional states in depth rather
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Table 1

Examples of how datasets address the issues of scope, naturalness and context

Scope Naturalness Context

Identifier Number

subjects

Description given of

emotions

Language Simulated, semi-

natural, natural

Scripted

unscripted

Linguistic nature of

material

Time

sensitive

Mode

Danish emotional

speech database

(Engberg et al., 1997)

4 Anger, happiness,

neutrality, sadness,

surprise

Danish Simulated Scripted Subjects read 2

words, 9 sentences

and 2 passages in a

range of emotions

(material not emo-

tionally coloured)

No Audio

Groningen, 1996

ELRA corpus num-

ber S0020 (www.

icp.inpg.fr/ELRA)

238 Database only par-

tially oriented to

emotion

Dutch Simulated Scripted Subjects read 2 short

texts with many

quoted sentences to

elicit emotional

speech

No Audio

Berlin database (Kie-

nast and Sendlmeier,

2000; Paeschke and

Sendlmeier, 2000)

10 (5 male,

5 female)

Anger–hot, boredom,

disgust, fear–panic,

happiness, neutrality,

sadness–sorrow

German Simulated Scripted 10 sentences (material

selected to be seman-

tically neutral)

No Audio

Pereira (Pereira,

2000a,b)

2 Anger (hot), anger

(cold), happiness,

neutrality, sadness

English Simulated Scripted 2 utterances (1 emo-

tionally neutral sen-

tence, 4 digit number)

each repeated

No Audio

van Bezooijen (van

Bezooijen, 1984)

8 (4 male, 4

female)

Anger, contempt,

disgust, fear, interest,

joy, neutrality, sad-

ness, shame, surprise

Dutch Simulated Scripted 4 semantically neutral

phrases

No Audio

Alter (Alter et al.,

2000; also this jour-

nal)

1 Anger (cold), happi-

ness, neutrality

German Simulated Scripted 3 sentences, 1 for

each emotion (with

appropriate content)

No Audio

Abelin (Abelin and

Allwood, 2000)

1 Anger, disgust, dom-

inance, fear, joy, sad-

ness, shyness,

surprise

Swedish Simulated Scripted 1 semantically neutral

phrase

No Audio

Polzin (Polzin and

Waibel, 2000)

Unspecified

no of speak-

ers. Segment

numbers 1586

angry, 1076

sad, 2991

neutral

Anger, sadness, neu-

trality (other emo-

tions as well, but in

insufficient numbers

to be used)

English Simulated Scripted Sentence length seg-

ments taken from

acted movies

No (seg-

ments cho-

sen for

consistent

emotion)

Audio–

visual

(though

only au-

dio chan-

nel used)
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Banse and Scherer

(Banse and Scherer,

1996)

12 (6 male,

6 female)

Anger (hot), anger

(cold), anxiety, bore-

dom, contempt, dis-

gust, elation, fear

(panic), happiness,

interest, pride, sad-

ness, shame

German Semi-natural.

Actors were given

scripted eliciting

scenarios for each

emotion, then

asked to act out

the scenario. (Each

contained the same

2 semantically

neutral sentences

for acoustic com-

parison.)

Scripted 2 semantically neu-

tral sentences (non-

sense sentences

composed of pho-

nemes from Indo-

European languages)

No Audio–

visual

(visual

info used

to verify

listener

judge-

ments of

emotion)

Mozziconacci

(Mozziconacci,

1998)a

3 Anger, boredom,

fear, disgust, guilt,

happiness, haughti-

ness, indignation,

joy, neutrality, rage,

sadness, worry

Dutch Semi-natural. Ac-

tors asked to read

semantically neu-

tral sentences in

range of emotions,

but practised on

emotionally loaded

sentences before-

hand to get in the

right mood

Scripted 8 semantically neu-

tral sentences (each

repeated 3 times)

No Audio

Iriondo et al. (Iri-

ondo

et al., 2000)

8 Desire, disgust, fury,

fear, joy, surprise,

sadness

Spanish Semi-natural. Sub-

jects asked to read

passages written

with appropriate

emotional content

Scripted Paragraph length

passages (20–40 mm s

each)

Unclear Audio

McGilloway (McGil-

loway, 1997; Cowie

and Douglas-Cowie,

1996)

40 Anger, fear, happi-

ness, neutrality, sad-

ness

English Semi-natural. Sub-

jects asked to read

5 passages written

in appropriate

emotional tone

and content for

each emotional

state

Scripted Paragraph length

passages

No. Emo-

tional tone

intended to

be fairly

constant

throughout

passage

Audio

Belfast structured

database. An exten-

sion of McGilloway

database above

(Douglas-Cowie

et al., 2000)

50 Anger, fear, happi-

ness, neutrality, sad-

ness

English Semi-natural. Sub-

jects read 10

McGilloway-style

passages AND 10

other passages––

scripted versions of

naturally occurring

emotion in the

Belfast natural

database

Scripted Paragraph length

passages written in

first person

Yes. The

scripts span

a period in

which the

emotion

varies in in-

tensity

Audio
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Table 1 (continued)

Scope Naturalness Context

Identifier Number

subjects

Description given of

emotions

Language Simulated,

semi-natural, natu-

ral

Scripted

unscripted

Linguistic nature

of material

Time

sensitive

Mode

Amir et al. (Amir

et al., 2000)

60 Hebrew

speakers and

1 Russian

speaker

Anger, disgust, fear,

joy, neutrality, sad-

ness

Hebrew

and Rus-

sian

Semi-natural. Sub-

jects asked to recall

personal experi-

ences involving

each of the emo-

tional states

Unscripted Non-interactive dis-

course

Unclear (1

min al-

lowed per

emotional

state)

Audio

Fernandez et al.

(Fernandez and Pi-

card, 2000; also this

journal)

Data reported

from 4 sub-

jects

Stress English Semi-natural. Sub-

jects give verbal

responses to maths

problems in simu-

lated driving con-

text

Unscripted Numerical answers to

mathematical ques-

tions

Yes. Re-

cordings

span pe-

riod––stress

level raised

and low-

ered

Audio

Tolkmitt and Scherer

(Tolkmitt and

Scherer, 1986)

60 (33 male,

27 female)

Stress (both cognitive

and emotional)

German Semi-natural. Two

types of stress

(cognitive and

emotional) were

induced through

slides. Cognitive

stress induced

through slides con-

taining logical

problems; emo-

tional stress in-

duced through

slides of human

bodies showing

skin disease/acci-

dent injuries

Partially

scripted

Subjects made 3 vocal

responses to each

slide within a 40 s

presentation period––

a numerical answer

followed by 2 short

statements. The start

of each was scripted

and subjects filled in

the blank at the end,

e.g. �Die Antwort ist
Alternative. . .�

No Audio

Reading–Leeds data-

base (Greasley et al.,

1995; Roach et al.,

1998; this paper)

Around 4.5 h

material

Wide range English Natural. Un-

scripted interviews

on radio/television

in which speakers

have been induced

by interviewers to

relive emotionally

intense experiences

Unscripted Unscripted interac-

tive discourse

Yes Audio
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Belfast natural dat-

abase (Douglas-Co-

wie et al., 2000; this

paper)

125, 31 male,

94 female

Wide range (details in

this paper)

English Natural. 10–60 s

long �clips� taken
from television

chat shows, current

affairs programmes

and interviews

conducted by re-

search team

Unscripted Unscripted interac-

tive discourse

Yes. Each

�clip� shows
the context

in which the

emotion oc-

curs and its

develop-

ment over

time

Audio–

visual

Geneva Airport Lost

Luggage Study

(Scherer and Ceschi,

1997, 2000)

109 Anger, good humour,

indifference, stress,

sadness

mixed Natural. Unobtru-

sive videotaping of

passengers at lost

luggage counter

followed up by in-

terviews with pas-

sengers

Unscripted Unscripted interac-

tive discourse

Yes Audio–

visual

Chung (Chung, 2000) 6, 1 Korean

speaker, 6

Americans

Joy, neutrality, sad-

ness (distress)

English and

Korean

Natural. Television

interviews in which

speakers talk on a

range of topics in-

cluding sad and

joyful moments in

their lives

Unscripted Interactive discourse Yes. Inter-

views lasted

20–40 min.

Speech

fragments

extracted at

intervals to

reflect emo-

tional de-

velopment

through in-

terview

Audio–

visual

France et al. (France

et al., 2000)

115, 48

females, 67

males. Female

sample 10

controls (ther-

apists) 17 dys-

thymic 21

major de-

pressed. Male

sample 24

controls (ther-

apists) 21 ma-

jor depressed

22 high risk

suicidal

Depression, neutral-

ity, suicidal state

English Natural. Therapy

sessions/phone

conversations.

Post-therapy eval-

uation sessions

were also used to

elicit speech for the

control subjects

Unscripted Interactive discourse Yes. Sam-

ples se-

lected from

each ther-

apy session

substantial

in time––2

min 30 s

Audio

aNote: Database recorded at IPO for SOBU project 92EA.
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than attempting to cover the whole gamut. Several

studies focus on stress (Fernandez and Picard,

2000; Tolkmitt and Scherer, 1986). A number of

other significant studies, not in the table, are also
stress oriented (for example Bonner, 1943; Karls-

son et al., 1998; Roessler and Lester, 1979; Jo-

hannes et al., 2000). In addition, the Geneva group

has reported a study of travellers who had lost

their luggage in Geneva airport, where predomi-

nant emotions were stress and anger (Scherer and

Ceschi, 1997; Scherer and Ceschi, 2000, see table).

Several studies also focus on depression-related
states including France et al. (see table), and three

studies not included in the table (Hargreaves et al.,

1965; Stassen et al., 1991; Frolov et al., 1999).

Either of the alternative strategies can be de-

fended, but both clearly need development. The

multi-emotion strategy needs agreement on a de-

scriptive system that provides acceptable coverage

of the range of commonplace emotional states. If
different investigators choose different sets of cat-

egories or dimensions, it becomes frustratingly

difficult to integrate data across studies. The se-

lective strategy needs to establish ways of checking

whether signs that are distinctive within the dat-

abase are shared with states outside it. An obser-

vation by Cowie et al. (1999b) illustrates why the

issue matters. Vocal features that are typical of
depression seem to be shared with poor reading,

raising the prospect of potentially serious confu-

sion.

3.2. Naturalness

The table shows that research has relied rela-

tively heavily on material that is acted and involves

read, non-interactive material––typically consist-

ing of non-emotional text.

There are datasets that include fully natural
speech in emotion-related states. They are often

quite large, but conversely, they tend to deal with a

rather specific type of state, which is often not

emotion in a strict sense. The Vanderbilt II data-

base (used in France et al., 2000) covers depression

and suicidal states. There are others not listed in

the table. The SUSAS database (Hansen and Bou-

Ghazale, 1997) covers stress. The database used by
Slaney and McRoberts (1998) covers mother–child

interactions, which it has been argued are vocally

related to emotion (Trainor et al., 2000). More

directly related to emotion, but still narrowly fo-

cussed, is the Geneva group�s recording of travel-
lers who had lost their luggage (see table). The

projects covered in Section 4 stand out in contrast

as studies that cover genuinely natural speech in a

broad range of emotional states.

A considerable proportion of the work involves

intermediate strategies––labelled semi-natural in

the table. Examples in the table show that studies

at the artificial end of this group use actors to read
material that lends itself to the required emotion

(McGilloway, 1997). The Belfast structured data-

base (Douglas-Cowie et al., 2000) moves nearer

naturalness in that the texts to be read are taken

from the natural Belfast database, so that their

vocabulary and phrasing are appropriate to the

emotion. Beyond that, Amir�s subjects (Amir et al.,
2000) recall particularly emotional events in con-
ducive contexts. The technique still falls short of

naturalness, though. Recalling fear in a secure

laboratory may generate real emotion, but it is

very unlike facing a real and present threat to life

and limb; Stemmler (1992) has shown that the

distinction matters physiologically. More realistic

in that respect are studies that involve laboratory-

induced emotions. A range of techniques are used
such as solving maths problems aloud under dif-

ferent levels of stress in a simulated environment

(Fernandez and Picard, 2000) and responding to

unpleasant pictures (Tolkmitt and Scherer, 1986).

Note, though, that these techniques can force the

verbal content into a very specific and atypical

mode. Studies of a similar type, not described in

the table, are (Scherer et al., 1985; Bachorowski
and Owren, 1995; Karlsson et al., 1998).

The overall situation is not so much a move-

ment away from acted material as a recognition

that it needs to be complemented by other sources.

Acted material continues to be collected and used

by sophisticated teams. However, increasing at-

tention is being paid to methods of ensuring

that the acted and semi-natural material is an
adequate reflection of reality. Fully natural data-

bases that can be used as a comparison or an aid

to development are an integral part of that strat-

egy.
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3.3. Context

Much of the material in the table is singularly

devoid of context––purely audio recordings of
short utterances with neutral semantic content and

a preset linguistic structure. However, several

projects have addressed context-related issues di-

rectly or indirectly, and they help to highlight

significant issues.

Several datasets do contain vocal signs in rele-

vant semantic contexts. Not all of those contain

appropriate structural context: for instance, the
passages used by McGilloway (1997) are in a lit-

erary style that seems unlikely to reflect the

phrasing of spontaneous emotional speech. Bat-

liner et al. (2000) have outlined a proposal for

using speech in the context of semantic and

structural sources.

Related to semantic content is communicative

intent. Fridlund (1994) in particular has ques-
tioned the usual assumption that signs of emotion

essentially reflect inner states. Instead, he argues,

they are expressive displays with social motives. If

so, it is a serious problem that even the semi-nat-

ural datasets rarely locate expressions of emotion

in anything approaching a credible communicative

context.

The great majority of the datasets are purely
audio, presumably because investigators have

generally assumed that audio and visual channels

function independently. However, several projects

have considered audio–visual material––the Ge-

neva group (Scherer and Ceschi, 1997; Scherer and

Ceschi, 2000); Polzin and Waibel (2000); and the

Belfast group (see Section 4).

The issue of temporal context is not often
considered explicitly, but the way naturalistic

studies select units for coding implies intuitions

about the patterns that need to be considered.

Several different strategies are represented. The

units considered by Amir et al. (2000) are both

relatively long and relatively homogeneous––

monologues on a single emotive subject, lasting a

minute each. Polzin and Waibel (2000) consider
much shorter units, single sentences, but also re-

quire them to be emotionally uniform. The

Reading–Leeds database considers �turns� which
average about 15 words, and may contain marked

internal variation in emotional tone. The Belfast

naturalistic database uses �clips� that may contain
several turns, and pairs emotional clips with a

relatively neutral one from the same speaker.
Section 4 gives more information. It is revealing

that none of the groups consider more than about

a minute of speech necessary to contextualise signs

of emotion.

3.4. Descriptors

Section 3.1 above deals with the most salient

group of issues surrounding description of emo-

tion, hinging on the choice of a suitable set of

category labels. Psychology offers a well-developed
alternative in the form of dimensional approaches:

for details, see (Cowie and Cornelius, 2003). It has

been used in a few studies of speech, particularly

the Belfast naturalistic study, which is presented

more fully in Section 4.

Speech descriptors are not specified in the table.

They varied enormously. In most studies, a few

descriptors were selected, with relatively little
comment on the choice. As a result, it is difficult to

form a cohesive summary of the dimensions on

which speech varies. However, there seems to be

clear evidence that continuous acoustic measures

can support automatic discrimination. Measures

related to pitch, intensity, spectral shape, and

timing all contribute (Banse and Scherer, 1996;

Amir et al., 2000; Batliner et al., 2000; Polzin and
Waibel, 2000; Cowie and Douglas-Cowie, 1996). A

few groups have tried to develop a systematic

framework that captures the full range of relevant

properties––the Belfast and the Reading groups,

whose approaches are considered in the next sec-

tion, and the Geneva group.

The task of describing speech for emotion rec-

ognition clearly overlaps with more standard
speech description tasks. Sophisticated tools have

been developed for corpus annotation, and some

use is made of them in connection with emotion

(Polzin and Waibel, 2000; the Reading–Leeds

project 1994–98). Recent developments in corpus

technology are clearly of interest (Bird and Har-

rington, 2001). However, the case studies consid-

ered in the next section make the point that
capturing the features relevant to emotion is a
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distinctive task, and probably requires develop-

ments that are specific to it.

3.5. Overview

Reviewing the sources on which it is based, it is

clear that contemporary knowledge about speech

and emotion is likely to be incomplete in multiple

respects. On the other hand, a good deal has been

done to identify the kinds of development that are

needed. The next section considers three projects
that have responded to that challenge.

4. Towards a new generation of databases

Three databases––the Reading–Leeds database

(www.linguistics.rdg.ac.uk/research/speechlab/emo-

tion/; Greasley et al., 1995; Roach et al., 1998),

the Belfast database (Douglas-Cowie et al., 2000;

Cowie et al., 2001) and the CREST–ESP data-

base (www.isd.atr.co.jp/esp)––are reviewed here in

some depth. They are described in chronological
order. The Reading–Leeds database pioneered

large-scale naturalistic data collection. The Belfast

database was influenced by it, but added an audio–

visual dimension and explored more quantitative

descriptive strategies. The CREST database is a

third generation project, taking up ideas from the

previous two, but applying them in a different

context.
The databases represent some of the most sus-

tained efforts to overcome core problems facing

the field. In particular, they have set out to obtain

genuinely natural data on a substantial range of

emotions, and systematically addressed the prob-

lems that arise from that decision. Both the solu-

tions that they have developed and the problems

that remain are significant for the field as a whole.

4.1. The Reading–Leeds database

The project (ESRC grant no. R000235285) was

begun in 1994 to meet the apparent need for a

large, well-annotated body of natural or near-

natural speech stored in an orderly way on com-
puter. The project made advances in three broad

areas. First, it identified types of natural material

where phonetic marking of emotion was (and was

not) evident. Second, it established some broad

characteristics of that kind of material. Third, it
developed principled techniques for annotating

both the emotional content of the material and the

features of speech that might carry emotional in-

formation. In the process, it revealed major diffi-

culties in a number of areas.

Different aspects of the project were handled by

the Speech Research Laboratory of the University

of Reading, and the Department of Psychology at
the University of Leeds, and the material is lodged

in the ESRC Data Archive.

The essential aim of the project was to collect

speech that was genuinely emotional rather than

acted or simulated. The ideal recording was a

passage of speech in which the speaker could also

be heard speaking relatively normally so as to

provide a baseline for comparison with the affected
portion. Although the researchers were aware that

this strategy would create serious problems in

terms of the control of variables, and would se-

verely limit the possibility of using statistical ana-

lyses on the results, it was felt that the value of

having �genuine� emotions being expressed would

outweigh these disadvantages. It was also assumed

that the speech should exhibit phonetic effects that
could be causally ascribed to the effect of one or

more emotions.

At the beginning of the project, a pre-existing

body of data was expected to serve as the foun-

dation of the corpus. It contained recordings of

people being interviewed by a psychologist, who

was asking questions about their emotional state

in relation to particular stimuli. In fact, the in-
formation in that material turned out to be almost

wholly negative. Most of the recordings turned out

to be rich in verbal descriptions of emotional

states, but very impoverished in terms of phonetic

exponents of the states. The material was not

analysed in detail, and other sources were ex-

plored. Nevertheless, it has been included in the

corpus of recordings. It indicates that speech may
convey an impression of emotionality without us-

ing phonetic marking to any great extent––rein-

forcing the point made earlier that there may be

non-trivial interactions between verbal and pho-
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netic markers of emotion (such as trade-off, i.e.

speakers tend to avoid giving both).

The source which did provide emotional

marking was broadcast material. Most of the re-
cordings in the database consist of unscripted in-

terviews in which speakers have been induced by

interviewers to relive emotionally intense experi-

ences. A typical example of such material is Esther

Rantzen interviewing a man whose daughter was

murdered. Laughter while speaking was recorded

from speakers taking part in broadcast panel

games. In addition, some other broadcast material
was included where it was felt that the speaker was

genuinely affected by emotion (e.g. the commen-

tary of the Hindenberg Disaster).

The total amount of recorded material in the

corpus is 264 min; of this, 78 min has been anno-

tated with phonetic/prosodic information, while

72 min has been given psychological coding. In

summary, the total amount of data that has re-
ceived some useful annotation that could be

valuable in research in emotional speech is 81 min.

A further 183 min is included in the corpus but has

not been analysed.

The psychological character of the material was

explored in a series of three studies conducted by

the Leeds group. The first study (Greasley et al.,

1996, 2000) considered the complexity of emotions
in naturally occurring speech. It compared the

free-choice codings (by word or phrase) of stret-

ches of emotional speech with fixed-choice codings

(choosing from five basic emotion labels). Results

indicated that the fixed-choice labelling was ade-

quate to capture subjects� responses to some ex-

tracts, but not to others; hence it is probably

necessary to include both levels in a database.
The second study (Greasley et al., 2000) high-

lighted the problem of studying the contribution of

speech to emotional effect when the verbal content

is also emotional. Respondents used Osgood et al.�s
(1957) dimensions (Evaluation, Potency and Ac-

tivity) to report perceived emotional content of

individual words, both in their natural context

(presented auditorily in stretches of emotional
speech) and out of context (presented as typed

lists). Codings in the two conditions differed sig-

nificantly in 44% of the cases. The technique offers

a first step towards analysing the way speech

contributes to conveying emotion in a multi-modal

context.

A third study (Sherrard and Greasley, 1996)

extended the theme, again using Osgood et al.�s
(1957) Evaluation and Activity dimensions. These

time codings of emotionally relevant words were

made either in the context of stretches of emo-

tional speech or from decontextualised recordings

of the same speech segments. The contextualised

codings produced linear plots across utterances

that were visually simpler, and more congruent

with the basic-emotion codings of the speech seg-
ments that had been obtained in the first study.

Together, the findings underline the importance

of considering ambiguity and context-dependence

in spontaneous speech. Naturalistic databases are

needed to explore these issues, but they can only

serve that function if they are coded in appropriate

ways.

The philosophy behind the coding systems de-
veloped for the project was to provide truly com-

prehensive systems of annotation, both for the

features of speech that could be observed and for

the emotional content that they conveyed.

The psychological coding, outlined in (Greasley

et al., 1995; Waterman and Greasley, 1996), uses a

range of ideas from contemporary psychology.

There are four levels, each reflecting a different
approach to the description of emotion, on

the principle that the combination of descriptors

should specify emotional content more or less

uniquely. The first level uses everyday emotion

labels. The second specifies emotion strength, to-

gether with a sign to indicate valence (i.e. whether

the feeling is pleasant or unpleasant). The third is

derived from an analysis due to Ortony et al.
(1988), and categorises the emotion in terms of its

object and the individual�s appraisal of it (�re-
proach emotion�, indicating disapproval of an-

other person�s actions). The fourth is essentially an
expansion of the third, which specifies the pre-

sumed cognitive antecedents of the emotion.

In similar manner, the coding of speech used

different techniques chosen to complement each
other. Quantitative acoustic measurement was

carried out with the xwavesþ package running

on Unix workstations. The initial analysis was

of fundamental frequency (F0), using the F0
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extraction program built into xwavesþ, which is

generally regarded as one of the best available. To

the F0 trace was added an indication of the artic-

ulation rate (syllables per second excluding pauses)
using a special program written for the purpose

(detailed by Arnfield et al., 1995). This program

displays a trace similar in appearance to an F0
trace, in a separate xwavesþ window which has the

time calibrated on the x-axis and syllables per

second on the y-axis.

Qualitative phonetic coding was divided into

two parts. The ToBI transcription system (Beck-
man and Ayers, 1994; Roach, 1994) was used to

specify a prosodic ‘‘skeleton’’ showing the major

points at which pitch-accents and international

phrase boundaries occurred. ToBI requires five

tiers or windows, one showing the F0 trace, one

giving the time-aligned orthography, one with

pitch-accent marking, one showing the Break In-

dices, and one for the ‘‘Miscellaneous’’ tier. All of
these were present on-screen during the transcrip-

tion and analysis.

The second type of phonetic coding reflected the

judgement that descriptions based on fundamental

frequency alone could not be adequate. A well-

known and tested transcription system for a full

range of prosodic and paralinguistic features was

presented by Crystal and Quirk (1964) and Crystal
(1969), and a menu-driven transcription system

based on Crystal�s work was incorporated in the

annotation conventions for the corpus. Table 2

provides a brief summary of the features coded.

The system is described by Roach et al. (1998),

with further commentary by Roach (2000).

The project as a whole must be judged to have

been over-ambitious in its attempt to produce a
large-scale fully annotated database of emotional

speech. Nevertheless, it establishes a reference

point for future databases, in a number of respects.

The coding systems are a systematic imple-

mentation of one of the natural approaches to

encoding in emotion-related databases, that is,

coding that describes events in terms of qualitative

labels. The systems are not perfect, and the coding
scheme for prosodic and paralinguistic transcrip-

tion in particular continues to be worked on and

developed. However, they are based on sound

theoretical principles, and capable of being applied

reliably in practice. As such, they provide a natural

point of departure for future work with qualitative

codings.

One of the major difficulties to emerge from the
project relates to the qualitative coding strategy.

Because of the number of categories, the number

of occurrences in a given category tends to be

small. For example, inspection of terminal tone

contours shows that most types occur less than ten

times even in a gross emotion category (anger,

disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, neutrality), let

alone in a more precisely specified state (Stibbard,
2000). With numbers of that order, it may be

possible to derive useful hypotheses, but there is

little prospect of finding statistically robust effects.

A working estimate might be that something of the

order of ten times as much material might be

needed, even without considering finer emotion

categories.

The selection of material provides both a major
success and arguably the most serious problem to

have emerged. The source that was expected to

provide vocal signs of emotion, interviews with

psychologists, turned out not to. In contrast,

broadcast material proved a rich source, but the

copyright problem restricted its value dramati-

cally. The great majority of the recordings were

made off-air, and it transpires that making them
generally available could result in legal action from

the broadcasting companies or the speakers in-

volved. Other groups� experience confirms that the
problem is not easily resolved (see next section).

Table 2

Summary of prosodic and paralinguistic features coded in

Reading–Leeds database

Feature type Specific codings

Pause ToBI break index tier

Pitch range High/low, wide/narrow

Loudness Loud/quiet, crescendo/diminuendo

Tempo Fast/slow, accelerating/decelerating,

clipped/drawled

Voice quality Falsetto, creak, whisper, rough, breathy,

ventricular, ingressive, glottal attack

Reflex

behaviours

clearing the throat, sniffing, gulping,

audible breathing, yawning

Voice qualifica-

tions

Laugh, cry, tremulous voice
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Strange as it may seem, finding an acceptable so-

lution is a substantial issue for research on speech

and emotion.

4.2. The Belfast database

The Belfast database was developed as part of
an EC project called PHYSTA (Principled Hy-

brid Systems and Their Application; www.

image.ntua.gr/physta/; Cowie et al., 2001). The

aim of the project was to develop a system capable

of recognising emotion from facial and vocal signs.

The system was to be based on hybrid computing,

i.e. a combination of neural net techniques and

traditional symbolic computing. The core function
of the data was to train the neural net component.

It was assumed that the system was unlikely to

achieve real-world applications unless the training

material was naturalistic. Hence, collection was

guided by four principles.

(i) The material should be spoken by people who

at least appeared to be experiencing genuine
emotion.

(ii) The material should be derived from interac-

tions rather than from reading authored texts,

even in a genuinely emotional state.

(iii) The primary concern was to represent emo-

tional states of the type that occur in everyday

interactions rather than archetypal examples

of emotion (such as full-blown fear or anger).
(iv) The material collected was audio–visual as

opposed to audio alone. The decision was

partly driven by the specific needs of the

PHYSTA project, but they converge with gen-

eral ecological principles in this respect.

The ideal goal was that the system should form the

same emotional judgements as people would.
Hence objective knowledge about a speaker�s true
emotional state was not considered critical.

Two main sources were used––television pro-

grammes, and studio recordings carried out by the

Belfast team. The use of broadcasts followed the

approach pioneered by the Reading–Leeds group.

Television was the main source of material. A few

programme types reliably presented real interac-
tions with a degree of emotional content. The most

useful were chat shows and religious programmes,

though use was also made of programmes tracing

individuals� lives over time and current affairs

programmes. Shows that seemed to include an el-
ement of �staging� were excluded. Chat shows

provided strongly emotional material, but with a

bias towards negative emotions. They typically

dealt with an emotive issue, such as divorce, death

or drugs, with an audience composed of people

who were personally affected by it. Interviews from

religious programmes yielded a higher proportion

of positive emotions.
Studio recordings were based on one to one

interactions between a researcher with fieldwork

experience and close colleagues or friends. Stan-

dard socio-linguistic fieldwork procedures were

used, with care taken over informality of setting,

length of recording and prior knowledge (Milroy,

1987). The aim was to cover topics that would

elicit a range of emotional responses. The inter-
viewer started with fairly neutral topics (mainly

work or families), then moved to positive topics,

and finally to negative topics. Positive topics typ-

ically included holidays, children�s successes, birth
of children/grandchildren, reminiscing to happy

times and events. Negative topics were typically

political trouble in Northern Ireland, bereave-

ment, problems at work. The interactions were
carried out in a University television studio, and

each lasted about 1–2 h.

A selection was made from both types of

source, following the principles outlined earlier.

The basic aim was to extract material that showed

an individual departing from emotional neutrality

in a reasonably consistent way for an appreciable

period. The emotional states were not required to
be particularly extreme, so long as clear signs of

emotion were present. Mixed emotional states

were included when the signs were strong enough

to signal departure from neutrality despite a de-

gree of conflict or instability. Emotional material

was only included if it was also possible to identify

a passage of relatively neutral material from the

same individual. As in the Reading–Leeds project,
broadcast material contained far stronger signs of

emotion than other sources. Since the studio in-

terviews included discussions between people who

had known each other for 15 years, about episodes
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such as being assaulted and robbed by a gunman,

the finding is not trivial. It underlines the urgent

need to clarify the contexts in which people show

vocal signs of emotion.
Following exploratory work, material was ex-

tracted in units which will be called �clips�. These
are episodes which appear to provide within

themselves at least most of the context necessary to

understand a local peak in the display of emotion

and to show how it develops over time. For ex-

ample, a typical clip from a chat show might start

with an interviewer posing the question which led
to an emotional response, and conclude with the

interviewer drawing a conclusion or moving onto

another topic or person. Clips ranged from 10–60 s

in length. Selection was made by the first author.

The database currently contains 298 audiovi-

sual clips from 125 speakers, 31 male, 94 female.

For each speaker there is one clip showing him or

her in a state that the selector judged relatively
neutral, and at least one in a state that she judged

relatively emotional. Clips from the first 100

speakers, totalling 86 min of speech, have been

labelled psychologically and acoustically (addi-

tional rating is under way). The clips are stored as

MPEG files, with audio data extracted into .wav

files.

The techniques used to describe speech and

emotional content overlap with the Reading–

Leeds schemes, but develop in a different direction.

Broadly speaking, the Belfast project focused on
developing quantitative descriptions.

The psychological coding included elements

comparable to the Reading–Leeds approach.

There were two levels of description based on ev-

eryday verbal categories, one using a �basic emo-
tion vocabulary� of 16 terms (shown in Table 3),

and the other allowing choices (up to 2) from a

larger vocabulary of 40 emotion terms. The vo-
cabularies were chosen on the basis of preliminary

studies reported by Cowie et al. (1999a). As in the

Reading–Leeds database, each term was associ-

ated with a rating of the intensity of the state.

Category labels were attached to the clip as a

whole.

The coding strategies diverged mainly because

the Belfast team concluded that uncertainty and
gradation were intrinsic features of the data, and

looked for ways of reflecting them. To reflect un-

certainty about the emotion displayed in a par-

ticular clip, the database included ratings from

individual subjects rather than trying to establish a

consensus. To reflect gradation, the project ex-

ploited another of the options offered by contem-

Table 3

Main emotion categories used in the Belfast natural database and their frequency of use (as first choice)

Label Frequency of use Frequency of full agreement Broad group Numerical coding

Neutral 273 31 Not strongly emotional 7

Angry 114 19 Strong negative 2

Sad 94 12 Strong negative 1

Pleased 44 3 Unoriented positive 15

Happy 37 0 Unoriented positive 16

Amused 26 6 Unoriented positive 17

Worried 19 0 Strong negative 4

Disappointed 17 0 Not strongly emotional 6

Excited 17 0 Oriented positive 12

Afraid 13 0 Strong negative 3

Confident 13 0 Not strongly emotional 8

Interested 12 0 Not strongly emotional 9

Affectionate 10 0 Oriented positive 14

Content 4 0 Not strongly emotional 10

Loving 3 0 Oriented positive 13

Bored 3 0 Unassigned 5

Relaxed 3 0 Unassigned 11
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porary psychology, the dimensional approach as-

sociated with Osgood. Two dimensions, activation

and evaluation, are known to capture a relatively

large proportion of emotional variation. A com-
puter program called Feeltrace was written to let

users describe perceived emotional content in

terms of those dimensions. The space was repre-

sented by a circle on a computer screen, alongside

a window where a clip was presented. The vertical

axis represented activation, the horizontal axis

evaluation. Raters used a mouse to move a cursor

inside the circle, adjusting its position continu-
ously to reflect the impression of emotion that they

derived from the clip. Cowie and Cornelius (2003)

give more information about the system.

The database is not representative in any strict

sense, but it provides some guidance on the kinds

of emotion that tend to occur in natural speech.

The summary below is based on ratings of the first

100 speakers by three trained raters. The second
column of Table 3 shows how often the raters used

each emotion category as their first choice, and the

third shows how many clips were assigned the

same label by all three raters. Generally, the dis-

tribution indicates that genuine interactions pre-

sent a considerable number of emotional states,

many of them relatively subtle. There are not

many examples of states that are positive but
inactive, but that is mainly because a high pro-

portion of these clips were drawn from TV pro-

grammes which tended to be highly charged. The

variety and subtlety of the emotions is linked to

the low rates of complete agreement, underlining

the point that uncertainty is a major issue in nat-

uralistic data.

The task of measuring inter-rater agreement
highlights some of the difficulties associated with

category labels as descriptors. Table 4 illustrates

several strategies. Simple calculation of agreement

among categories gives the kappa values shown in

the second column. The results clearly underesti-

mate real consensus, because they ignore the fact
that labels may be similar even if they are not

identical. The simplest response is to aggregate

categories that behave similarly. Inspection sug-

gested that responses fell naturally into four broad

groups, which are indicated in the fourth column

of Table 3. The column headed �grouped categor-
ical� in Table 4 shows the kappa coefficients de-

rived by considering those groups. They are higher
than the second column, as one might expect,

but still moderate. An alternative convenient re-

sponse is to replace category labels with numerical

equivalents, chosen so that labels are assigned

similar numbers if they are similar in meaning and

tend to be applied to the same clips. The last col-

umn of Table 3 shows the best numbering of that

kind that the Belfast team could construct. The
fourth column of Table 4 shows correlations based

on it. They confirm that there is more consensus

than the simpler techniques suggests; but because

the approach is fundamentally ad hoc, it is difficult

to draw stronger conclusions.

The Feeltrace measures of evaluation and acti-

vation avoid comparable problems. The �Feeltrace
co-ordinates� columns in Table 4 show that raters
agreed quite closely on both dimensions, particu-

larly evaluation. Agreement on categorisation can

be measured using a related technique. Each cat-

egory can be represented by two numbers, i.e. the

co-ordinates of the mean Feeltrace cursor position

associated with trials where that category was se-

lected. The procedure yields arrays which can be

correlated, with the results shown in the last two
columns of Table 4. It is reassuring that the pat-

tern of correlations is similar to the pattern for

Table 4

Measures of agreement among three Belfast database raters on categorical and numerical descriptors of emotion

Raters being

compared

Simple

categorical

(kappa)

Grouped

categorical

(kappa)

Category

numbers

(rho)

Feeltrace co-

ordinates:

evaluation

Feeltrace

co-ordinates:

activation

Category

co-ordinates:

evaluation

Category

co-ordinates:

activation

R3 vs. R1 0.38 0.46 0.71 0.84 0.69 0.71 0.60

R3 vs. R2 0.50 0.60 0.67 0.82 0.56 0.68 0.54

R2 vs. R1 0.29 0.42 0.66 0.85 0.58 0.68 0.45
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Feeltrace ratings as such: it suggests that differ-

ences between raters related mostly to raters their�
underlying judgements about emotion, rather than

to one or both of the response modes. Since cate-
gorical description is a more familiar medium, one

might expect it to be less subject to individual

differences: but comparing the correlations based

on Feeltrace as such with those based on catego-

ries, in whatever form, it seems that if anything,

the opposite is true. It is also of interest that

agreement was closer on the evaluation dimension

even when the co-ordinates were recovered from
categorical responses. It suggests that the dimen-

sions capture factors that affect subjects� judge-
ments even when they are making categorical

responses.

Description of speech is based on a system

called Automatic Statistical Summary of Elemen-

tary Speech Structures (ASSESS, Cowie et al.,

1995). The philosophy behind ASSESS is to ex-
tract a comprehensive set of summary statistics

from the speech signal, so that it possible to ex-

plore a wide variety of potentially interesting re-

lationships. For each clip, ASSESS constructs a

stylised description specifying straight-line ap-

proximations to intensity and F0 contours, pause

boundaries, high frequency bursts, and basic

spectral properties. Pause boundaries are used to
divide the passage into �tunes� (episodes of speech
between substantial pauses). Statistics are then

derived for each tune, and for the passage as a

whole, to describe its components at various lev-

els––�slices� (25.6 ms samples), rises and falls in

intensity and F0, pauses, high frequency bursts,

and trends across the whole unit. The result is a

battery of 352 measures per unit, covering prop-
erties related to its spectrum, intensity profile, and

F0 profile.

For large corpora, manual coding is prohibi-

tively slow and expensive, and so it is critical that

ASSESS is automatic––or rather semi-automatic,

because during analysis it displays spectra and

profiles of intensity and F0 in a way that allows

users to adjust global settings if automatic deci-
sions about issues such as pause boundaries are

not credible. Related to that, it is critical that

ASSESS is robust, because it is difficult to guar-

antee that naturalistic recordings will be acousti-

cally impeccable. Developing analysis systems with

those properties is important for progress in un-

derstanding emotion as it naturally occurs. Note

that some limitations are intractable, though––for
instance, gain control tends to be varied during

broadcasting, so that intensity measures have to be

treated with caution (particularly in comparisons

between clips).

In contrast to the Leeds–Reading approach, the

Belfast database embodies ways of implementing

quantitative encoding in emotion-related data-

bases. The quantitative format lends itself to ex-
ploring continuous relationships of the kinds

that several investigators have described, for in-

stance between parameters of pitch and activation

(Pereira, 2000b). Surface comparison suggests that

such an approach reveals statistically significant

relationships between speech and emotion de-

scriptors more readily than qualitative coding.

However, the only way to establish whether one
approach has a real advantage over the other is to

compare them on a single body of data, larger

than either of the databases described so far. That

remains to be done.

It was intended that the database would also

include descriptions of emotion-relevant parame-

ters for faces, describing the positions of key

points on the face in each frame. In fact, automatic
identification of the relevant points has proved

difficult, and information is only available for a

limited number of frames. The role of different

information sources has been probed psychologi-

cally, though, by collecting Feeltrace codings for

visual, audio and audio–visual modes of presen-

tation. Preliminary results indicate that some kinds

of emotion judgement are relatively independent
of visual input, but others are not. Visual input

seems to play a particular role in conveying that

emotion is strongly positive.

PHYSTA was a conspicuously ambitious pro-

ject, on a considerable scale. The main database

contains information on over 2000 tunes. Explor-

atory studies suggest that for statistical purposes,

that is too small by an order of magnitude. The
Belfast structured database was begun as a way of

amplifying the data set. Actors were given tran-

scripts of selected passages, and asked to re-

produce them with the appropriate emotional
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colouring. If they are successful, the result includes

much more emotion-relevant context than tradi-

tional methods provide. An adaptation of Feel-

trace (called Validtrace) allows raters to indicate
how convincingly the reading appears to approx-

imate genuine emotion. The structured database is

also relevant to access issues. Considerable fees for

acquiring broadcast material do not extend to

distributing it, and so access to the naturalistic

database remains restricted. The structured data-

base is not subject to the same restrictions, and

wider distribution has already begun.

4.3. CREST: the expressive speech database

The expressive speech processing (ESP) project

started in Spring 2000 and will run for five years. It

is part of the JST/CREST (Core Research for

Evolutional Science and Technology) initiative,

funded by the Japanese Science and Technology

Agency. Its research goals are (a) collecting a

database of spontaneous, expressive speech that

meets the requirements of speech technology
(particularly concatenative synthesis); (b) statisti-

cal modelling and parameterisation of para-

linguistic speech data; (c) developing mappings

between the acoustic characteristics of speaking-

style and speaker-intention or speaker-state; and

(d) the implementation of prototypes and testing

of the software algorithms developed in (b) and (c)

in real-world applications.
The focus on applications means that the states

of most interest to ESP are those that are likely to

occur during interactions between people and in-

formation-providing or service-providing devices.

These certainly include emotional states (such as

amusement) and emotion-related attitudes, such as

doubt, annoyance, surprise. It is not clear how

relevant the classical basic emotions are. Since the
�expressive speech� associated with these states may
be specific to a language community, material is

being collected in three languages (Japanese (60%),

Chinese (20%) and English (20%)). The target is to

collect and annotate a total of 1000 h of speech

data over 5 years. To date, 250 h of natural-speech

data have been collected and about 10% tran-

scribed. The data for the corpus have primarily
been collected from non-professional, volunteer

subjects in various everyday conversational situa-

tions, but samples for analysis also include emo-

tional speech recorded from television broadcasts,

DVD and video.

4.3.1. Levels of data

The key design problem is to balance between
the demands of automatic speech processing on the

one hand, and paralinguistic investigation on the

other. That entails developing methods for ob-

taining speech samples which are clear enough to

be processed by automatic techniques and yet

which are not stilted, acted, prompted, or other-

wise less than natural. The problem has been ad-

dressed by collecting several levels of data. The
speech samples range from highly structured stu-

dio readings of phonemically and prosodically

balanced sentences for use in waveform-concate-

nation speech synthesis, to completely unstruc-

tured recordings of casual conversational speech.

Similarly, a range of microphone arrangements

and recording devices has been tested in order to

balance recording quality with freedom of ex-
pression and naturalness in each case.

For truly natural speech, a ‘‘Pirelli-Calendar’’

approach is being taken (named for the fact that

photographers once took 1000 rolls of film on lo-

cation in order to produce a calendar containing

only 12 photographs). Volunteers are fitted with

long-term recorders, and samples of their day-

to-day, throughout the day vocal interactions are
recorded. Perhaps only by over-collecting speech

data in this way can adequate and representative

coverage be guaranteed. However, the task of

annotating the resulting data is enormous, and

automatic transcription using speech recognition is

very difficult.

An effective way of collecting clear but naturally

spontaneous conversational speech is to record
one side of a telephone conversation using a stu-

dio-quality microphone in a sound-treated room.

The speaker soon becomes immersed in the tele-

phone conversation to the extent that the sur-

roundings are forgotten and the speech is very

natural. Interactions with different interlocutors

result in very different speaking styles and atti-

tudes. By recording both sides of the conversa-
tion separately, high-quality recordings can be
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obtained without cross-talk or overlapping speech

causing problems for the analysis. At the other

extreme, samples of highly dysfluent speech from

autistic and physically handicapped subjects are
also being collected and annotated with prosodic

and phonation-type labels for an analysis of their

expressive and speaking-style characteristics.

While some of the speech is being recorded in

audio–visual conditions, the intrusion of the

camera into the situation has a detrimental effect

on spontaneity, and although a visual check would

be useful to confirm indications of a given emo-
tion, the cost in terms of reliability of the speech

produced is high. Volunteers who may be prepared

to wear a sound recorder (for the sake of science)

even while having a tantrum (for example) are

much more wary of being filmed doing it.

The issue of recording quality is also handled by

including several different levels. While studio-re-

corded speech is optimal for acoustic analysis,
speakers tend to act less naturally when confined

in a studio. It was decided to accept four levels of

recording quality, which are inversely correlated

with naturalness of expression in the speech.

The highest quality level is that of studio-re-

corded speech with, optionally, Laryngograph

signals for separate recording of the fundamental

frequency at the glottis. This quality of speech will
be used primarily for speech-synthesis databases,

which have to include phonetically and prosodi-

cally balanced speech samples for unit concatena-

tion.

The second level of quality is from recordings

on DAT tape (i.e., 48 kHz 16 bit stereo), using

studio-quality microphones with different speakers

on different tracks, but in a quiet and relaxed
conversational setting outside the studio or labo-

ratory. The portable DAT recorders are consid-

erably heavier and more bulky than the newer

Minidisc (�MD�) recorders, but they have an ad-

vantage in recording quality.

The size of the MD recorders means that they

can be worn for extended periods while the sub-

jects go about the everyday tasks of life. Small
head-mounted studio-quality microphones allow

accurate reproduction of the speaker�s voice, while
at the same time preserving the confidentiality of

third parties, whose voices may be inadvertently

included in the recordings, by the high drop-off

with distance from the mouth. MDs (on monaural

setting) enable 160 min of continuous high-quality

recording (at 44.1 kHz) on a single 2.5-inch
disc and are light enough to be worn comfort-

ably in a shirt or skirt pocket. The limitation is

that the recording is filtered by Adaptive Trans-

form Acoustic Coding (www.minidisc.org/aes_

atrac.htm) using a masking algorithm to remove

(allegedly) imperceptible information from three

separate filter bands across the spectrum for data

compression of the speech signal. It has been
confirmed that the quality of the MD-recorded

speech is superior to that of MPEG encoding, and

that it is suitable for signal processing and pro-

sodic analysis (Campbell, 2002).

The lowest level of speech quality (from the

point-of-view of acoustic processing) is that ob-

tained by use of a single far-field microphone

placed between subjects talking in an informal
environment; e.g., on a table during family meals,

or on a desk in conversations between colleagues.

These conversations provide useful material for

perceptual or subjective analyses, and can provide

exceptional samples of genuinely emotional speech,

but it can be very difficult to extract reliable pitch

contours or to perform automatic phonemic seg-

mentation of the data because of the high degree
of speech overlap and background noise.

4.3.2. Tools for preliminary analysis

A key contrast between the ESP Project and

those considered earlier is the effort devoted to

ensuring that the preliminary analysis of the data

can be done by automatic methods. There are two

main reasons for that emphasis. First, the project

is expected to generate much more data than

the earlier projects. Second, the synthesis applica-
tion highlights questions about the role of lin-

guistic structures, from phonemes to syntactically

significant contours. Answering those questions

depends access to information about linguistic

structures. Extracting that information depends on

tools and software that are described in this sec-

tion.

The acoustic analysis of the data uses a three-
pronged approach to extract phonemic, prosodic
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and phonation-style information for annotation

of the speech. Phonemic labelling (or segmental

alignment) is a well-established technology, with

free public-domain phonemic alignment software
available (e.g., HTK, www.mbrola.org, Festival,

etc.), but it still requires significant additional re-

search in order to improve the detection of mis-

labelled speech segments. Prosodic labelling is

currently being actively researched in several lab-

oratories throughout the world, and will soon

reach a usable level of maturity (see Sprosig, on-

going www.isca-speech.org/sprosig). Phonation
style analysis has in the past been performed an-

alytically, with manual intervention, and has not

yet been fully automated; so this element of the

analysis requires most effort for the development

of data and tools. By combining these three levels

of annotation, in conjunction with a semantic and

syntactic analysis of the corpus text, data is being

produced for a modelling of the mapping between
acoustic events and different levels of intended

‘‘meaning’’ in the speech.

The Entropic software used in the Leeds–

Reading project is no longer on the market, but

satisfactory alternatives have been identified. ESP

is currently using the Tcl/Tk extension ‘‘Snack’’

speech-processing libraries in conjunction with the

‘‘Wavesurfer’’ software developed and released in
the public domain by the KTH laboratory in

Stockholm (www.speech.kth.se/snack). For speech

segmentation, the ‘‘Julius’’ software (released in

the public domain by the Japanese IPA Project),

and the ‘‘HTK-3.0’’ Hidden–Markov modelling

software toolkit (released by Cambridge Univer-

sity) are being tested. Software for the analysis of

voice quality is currently being implemented in
conjunction with the above tools (Mokhtari and

Campbell, 2002).

For the analysis and annotation of speaking

style, the ESP team tested its own implementation

of Feeltrace (see Section 4.2). Training is critical

for the use of the original technique (Cowie et al.,

2000a,b), but preliminary tests indicate that non-

expert users may find it easier to track speaking-
style or para-linguistic information in similar

dimensions but separately. Hence, a one-dimen-

sional three-track version of the Feeltrace software

is being tested.

For pitch-contour labelling, MOMEL/IntSint

software package from the University of Aix-

en-Provence is being tested. This may eliminate the

need for manual ToBI (Tones and Break-Index)
labelling by the fitting of a quadratic spline to

the fundamental-frequency signal and abstract-

ing from the derived target points to produce a

series of abstract specifiers of the underlying

contour shape. It is not yet confirmed that the

symbols thus derived can be satisfactorily pre-

dicted from text, but this investigation is now

under way.
Initial experiments (performed under separate

ATR-ICP, ATR-NAIST and ATR-Keio collabo-

rations) have shown that both the recognition of

attitude by machine processing and the control of

emotion in synthetic speech can to a certain extent

be achieved by signal analysis implemented as

automatic labelling (Campbell and Marumoto,

2000; Iida et al., 2000). Thus the efficient labelling
of speaking-style and voice-quality characteristics

on a speech signal will form a key aspect of re-

search. Particular interest is being paid to pressed-

voice and breathy voice, both of which appear

to signal information-bearing and meaning-re-

lated speaker-attitude differences independently of

prosody.

4.3.3. Application

The final test of the corpus and of the software

created for its development will be in real-world
applications; notably automatic recognition of

speaking style as an add-on to present speech

recognition technology; and techniques for the

more flexible expression of speaker attitudes in

information-providing devices and services.

The tools developed by ESP for the automatic

design and recording of prosodically balanced

speech databases are designed to be compatible
with waveform-concatenation speech synthesis

software, so that recordings can be converted into

CHATR-specific source-unit speaker databases

(Campbell and Black, 1996). The methods are

suitable in principle for the automatic creation of a

speaker-database or of a speaking-style database,

as long as a close transcription of the speech data

is available. The main bottleneck that remains is
that the transcription of unprompted speech has
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not yet been automated, and still requires exten-

sive (and expensive) manual labour.

5. Overview and way forward

Much of what we have said is common sense.

Nevertheless, the issues need to be articulated, not

least because they may not become obvious until
effort has been invested in work which fails to take

account of them.

The first and most fundamental conclusion of

the review is that the development of emotion-rich

databases needs to be recognised as a task in itself.

The inherent variability in the area means that to

support sound conclusions, databases need to be

large. For databases that aim to span the range of
everyday emotions, a low estimate is about 10

times the size of the Reading–Leeds database, i.e.

around 12 h of emotional material. The ESP

project aims much higher. Systematic comparison

across cultures requires databases of a scale that

has only begun to be contemplated.

Naturalness is at the centre of the problem.

Real-world applications depend on coming to
terms with the ways people express emotion, and

they are complex and variable. It should be clear

by this stage that na€ııve simulations are too far

from that reality for techniques based on them to

transfer (particularly in the context of recogni-

tion). That does not mean that simulation should

be jettisoned. It means that simulation needs to

become sophisticated. The literature now provides
information about various techniques worth con-

sidering. It also warns that some techniques pro-

vide surprisingly little vocal expression of emotion,

notably the interviews about emotional topics of

the kind considered by both the Leeds–Reading

and the Belfast teams.

A useful response to natural complexity is to

retreat from the ideal of covering the whole do-
main of emotion, and to focus on a specific sub-

region. That approach has most often been taken

in applied contexts, focusing on an emotion-re-

lated state rather than emotion per se, but it would

make sense to extend it.

It is a matter of judgement whether speech is

considered alone or with other modalities. Two

substantial arguments favour a multi-modal ap-

proach. From a purely theoretical point of view, it

seems clear that vocal signs of emotion form part

of a multi-modal signalling system. Telephone
conversation is an exception that proves the rule,

because people adjust to the loss of other modes by

adopting a distinctive �phone voice� (Douglas-Co-
wie and Cowie, 1998). It makes sense to study

emotion in telephone conversations as a purely

vocal phenomenon, but perhaps not to treat

speech extracted from face to face encounters in

the same way. From a practical point of view,
evidence is accumulating that high rates of emo-

tion recognition are unlikely to be achieved from

speech alone in applied settings, and it makes sense

to consider it as one of many inputs.

Considerable progress has been made with

regard to the description of emotion. The com-

munity is no longer wedded to description in terms

of a small number of primaries, and there seems a
degree of consensus that a replacement should

include both a larger number of categories and

dimensional description. Feeltrace provides a

way of generating dimensional representations

that is well suited to describing speech. Conver-

gence on an agreed set of categories is clearly

needed.

For the description of speech, there also ap-
pears to be consensus on the need to consider two

levels. For linguistic descriptions, standard label-

ling systems exist and are increasingly becoming

automated. The Reading–Leeds system provides a

rational extension to deal with emotion-specific

issues. Continuous acoustic measures are clearly

relevant to recognition, and should ideally be in-

corporated in a database. No clear set of preferred
candidates has yet emerged, and again, conver-

gence is clearly needed.

Several very practical issues are critical. One is

the release and sharing of resources. A good deal

can be done via the web. For instance, Feeltrace

has now been validated and will be released via the

internet in 2001. However, databases of emotional

material are surrounded by ethical and copyright
issues. Neither the Reading–Leeds nor the Belfast

database can be released because the material is

held under a limited agreement with the broad-

casters. Various other attractive sources––phone
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calls and interviews with medical or psychological

clients––also present legal problems.

It is natural to wonder whether the effort of

developing adequate databases for emotion is
worthwhile. In reality, it seems inevitable that the

development will take place. Voice is becoming a

key medium for human–computer interaction, and

will be used increasingly to buy products or to

retrieve information. Machines will also speak on

behalf of people, as communication aids. Because

the expression of emotion and feeling is such a

characteristic feature of human speech, people will
inevitably expect machines that use speech to

register the affective content as well as the textual

content of an utterance, and to follow basic con-

ventions in their own use of affective colouring.

The only way to ensure that those interactions

are satisfactory is to collect data that support so-

phisticated training of speech systems. It is ap-

parent that research has begun to work towards
developing genuinely large-scale databases of

emotion. Arrangements for sharing data and tools

relevant to database construction are also begin-

ning to emerge, and a website has been established

to facilitate the process (www.interactivesys.com/

emotions). These developments can be expected to

continue over the next decade as a solid body of

emotional speech is accumulated.
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